STOCK

Stockturn Is Important
If you're a retailer, the number of times during a year that the inventory of stock on hand is sold and
replaced, which is known as "stockturn", is very important in determining the financial health of the
business.
The stockturn rate can be calculated on individual items of stock, groups of stock or for the overall store.
Most computerised stock control systems calculate stockturn on individual stock items. The formula is:
Cost of Goods Sold
Average Stock Investment

=

Number of times that the stock has turned during the year

Management should determine a desired stockturn rate for each item of stock and then analyse the
actual stockturn rate being achieved on a regular basis. If the stockturn rate is not being achieved, it
means that the business is tying up excess funds in stock that is costing extra money through interest
charges, shelf space (rent) and general business overheads.
Action that could be taken to reduce stockturn rates include:
•
discounting
•
special marketing
•
placing the stock in a new location in the store
•
featuring slow-moving stock items in a newsletter
•
email to specific clients offering special promotional specials on slow-moving stock
The important thing is to increase the stockturn rate to your budgeted level so as to "turn" the
investment in the excess stock into cash.

Gross Profit Percentage – A Good Indicator
A good indicator, to determine whether you have purchased stock at a higher cost than what you would
normally do, is to calculate the ‘gross profit percentage’ at least on a monthly basis.
Gross profit is determined as the difference between your selling price and your cost of goods sold. The
calculated figure, the gross profit, is then divided by your sales figure and multiplied by 100/1.
Example:
Sales – $140,000

Cost of Goods Sold – $86,800

140,000 – 86,800 = 53,200 (Gross Profit)
53,200/140,000 x 100/1 = the gross profit percentage is expressed as 38%.
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If your normal gross profit percentage was, say, 49%, this would give you an indication that the 11%
variance could have been caused by:
•
paying more for your purchases than you normally have, or perhaps paying more for your freight in;
•
damaged or deteriorating stock, which has been written off – the effect of which is reflected in the
gross profit calculation;
•
paying for stock you haven’t received; and
•
there may have been a reduction in effective selling prices for the stock items sold.
Continually evaluating your gross profit percentage, in your various departments and lines of stock if you
can, is a great way to give you a quick key performance indicator (KPI) on the efficiency of your
purchasing within your stock control area.

Professional Advice
If you are interested in any of the work discussed in this article being undertaken, we invite you to visit
www.esssmallbusiness.com.au to utilise the “Find an Accountant/Adviser”. Simply enter in your postcode
and the Find an Accountant/Adviser directory will identify accountants located in or near your postcode,
who are able to supply a range of business advisory services, including the types of services mentioned in
this article.

